MERRICK FOUNDATION TEACHING AWARD RECIPIENTS
(2016 - 1980)

2016: Brian Whitacre, Agricultural Economics
2015: Gretchen Mafi, Animal Science
2014: Liz Roth, Art, Graphic Design & Art History
2013: Tieming Liu, Industrial Engr & Management
2012: Shannon Ferrell, Agricultural Economics
2011: Josh Wiener, Marketing
2010: Team of 6-Daniel Tilley, Agricultural Economics; Paul Weckler, Biosystems & Agricultural Engr.; Cindy Blackwell, Ag Ed, Comm. & Leadership; Rodney Holcomb, Agricultural Economics; Shelly Sitton, Ag Ed, Comm. & Leadership; Ronald Delahoussaye, Mech. & Aerospace Engr.
2009: No Nominations Received
2008: Jeretta Horn Nord, Management Systems & Information Sciences
2007: Bailey Norwood, Agricultural Economics
2006: No Nominations Received
2005: William Elliott, Finance
2004: Timothy Krehbiel, Finance
2003: Ramesh Rao, Finance
2002: David Carter, Finance
2001: Betty Simkins, Finance
2000: Ronald Moomaw, Economics
1999: Thomas Gosnell, Finance
1998: Joe Schatzer, Agricultural Economics
1997: David Pratt, Industrial Engr. & Management
1996: Mary Gade, Economics & Legal Studies in Business
1995: James Fain, Economics & Legal Studies in Business
1994: Shida Henneberry, Agricultural Economics
1993: Timothy Krehbiel, Finance
1992: Richard Poole, Economics
1991: Ed Price III, Economics
1990: Michael Applegate, Economics
1989: David Henneberry, Agricultural Economics
1988: Joseph Jadlow, Jr., Economics
1986: James Russell, Agricultural Economics
1985: Gary Simpson, Finance
1984: Harry Mapp, Agricultural Economics
1983: Robert Oehrtman, Agricultural Economics
1982: Wayne Turner, Industrial Engineering
1981: Richard Leftwich, Economics
1980: Carl Estes, Industrial Engineering